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Abstract
Equivariant neural networks (ENNs) are graph neural networks embedded in R3
and are well suited for predicting molecular properties. The ENN library e3nn has
customizable convolutions, which can be designed to depend only on distances
between points, or also on angular features, making them rotationally invariant, or
equivariant, respectively. This paper studies the practical value of including angular
dependencies for molecular property prediction using the QM9 data set. We find
that for fixed network depth, adding angular features improves the accuracy on most
targets. For most, but not all, molecular properties, distance-only e3nns (L0Nets)
can compensate by increasing convolutional layer depth. Our angular-feature e3nn
(L1Net) architecture beats previous state-of-the-art results on the global electronic
properties dipole moment, isotropic polarizability, and electronic spatial extent.
1 Introduction
The discovery of novel molecules has been accelerated by advances in computational quantum
chemistry and machine learning assisted exploration of chemical space [1, 2, 3]. The successes have
been characterized by designing bespoke neural networks which have relevant properties “baked-
in,” such as parameter sharing across calculations on individual atoms, continuous convolutions,
invariance to atomic indexing, and invariance to rotation and translation [4, 5]. Meanwhile, there
has also been development on neural networks which are equivariant to group action [6], some with
molecules in mind [7, 8]. Equivariant neural networks can be seen as a super-set of invariant ones
because a group necessarily contains the identity operator. The question considered in this paper
can loosely be stated as: When doing regression on molecular properties, what is missing when one
employs only invariant layers in a neural network as opposed to including equivariant ones?
We explore this question using the QM9 benchmark [9, 10] by predicting quantum chemical properties
of small molecules. While the molecules can rotate and translate, effecting the molecule’s position
vectors, the QM9 properties are all scalar and invariant to translation or rotation. Here we compare
equivariant neural networks (ENNs) that predict rototranslationally invariant molecular properties but
differ by whether their internal features are rotationally invariant (convolutions depend on distances)
or equivariant (convolutions depend on distances and angles). The networks are implemented in the
PyTorch [11] library e3nn [12] using the SE(3) equivariant point modules. QM9 data handling and
training routines were borrowed from SchNetPack [13].
Given atomic positions r ∈ R3×N and atomic features Fh, layer h of an e3nn produces atomic
features Fh+1 by Lh(r, Fh) = Fh+1. Fh is a collection of uh0 scalars Fh`=0 and uh1 vectors Fh`=1
flattened into a column by Fh = vec(Fh`=0 ⊕ Fh`=1). The total multiplicity of features at layer h is
uh = uh0 + u
h
1 . The rotation matrix R acts on F
h in block matrix notation by
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R`=0 0
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)(
Fh`=0
Fh`=1
)
=
(
1 0
0 R`=1
)(
Fh`=0
Fh`=1
)
. (1)
In this paper, we consider the case of rotationally invariant layers, which produce features that do not
rotate, i.e. u1 = 0, and compare their performance to rotationally equivariant layers, which produce
rotating features, i.e. u1 6= 0. In order to predict a rotationally invariant target value, the output
features, Fhmax = Fhmax`=0 , do not rotate. The difference between networks lies in the equivariance
or invariance of their internal layers. We call networks containing only features that do not rotate
and rotationally invariant layers L0Nets, while networks containing rotating features and equivariant
layers are called L1Nets. A more general framing in terms of spherical harmonics can be found in
the e3nn library [12] . In said framing, features are seen as spherical harmonics of degree `.
1.1 Related Work
Molecular properties, which depend only on the atomic distance graph, are commonly predicted by
kernel methods or Gaussian process regression [14, 15, 16, 17] or graph neural networks [18, 19],
where ENNs are usually employed for predicting physical properties, which depend on atomic
displacement vectors [20, 21]. While kernel approaches are more data-efficient, graph neural networks
scale to larger amounts of data. Inspiration for our study came from literature on invariant and
equivariant ENNs for molecular property prediction. SchNet [4, 13] introduced atom-wise features
with continuous convolution. Tensor Field Networks [7] and Cormorant [8] generalized the approach
to angular-feature based rotation equivariant networks. In parallel, although aimed at voxelized data,
se3cnn [6] developed the gated nonlinearity. The library under consideration, e3nn, represents a
superset of Tensor Field Networks, SchNet, and se3cnn. Support for Cormorant’s so-called two-body
interaction has also been included in e3nn but is not considered in this experiment.
2 Methods
We employ both an L0Net and an L1Net to do regression on scalar target values from the QM9
data set given molecular input data. A molecule is an unordered set of N ∈ N atoms, each with
position ra ∈ R3 and element Za which is represented as a one-hot scalar array. We parameterize
a neural network such that {(r1, Z1), ..., (rN , ZN )} 7→ F(r1, ..., rN , Z1, ..., ZN ) where we restrict
the image to be invariant to rotations and translations, as well as permutations in atomic indexing.
Every layer uses parameter sharing across atoms and the final step accumulates the value of every
atom with a symmetric function. A schematic of the entire architecture can be seen in Figure 1.
Atom-wise A dense layer applied to every atom with parameters shared across atoms. Given weights
Wu′u, bias bu, non-rotating, scalar features F on atom A at layer h with multiplicity u′ we write
Fh+1uA =
∑
u′ F
h
u′ AWu′u+ bu′ . This layer is also used as a learned embedding of the atomic element.
Radial Basis Function (rbf) The radial basis φ : R→ RB, expands d = ‖rb − ra‖ by
φ(d) =
{
cos2(pi2
d−µB
µB+1−µB ) −1 ≤
d−µB
µB+1−µB ≤ 1
0 otherwise,
(2)
where 0Å ≤ µB ≤ 11.1Å is a sequence of B = 84 equally spaced “radial basis centers.”
Convolution The convolutional filter f consists of a learned scalar array radial function multiplied
by a multiplicity of spherical harmonics of degree `f . The filter is assigned an atomic index based on
the atom on which it was evaluated. The filter and the atomic features interact which necessitates a
double atomic indexing ofA andB. The degree indices `out, `in, `f correspond to order indices i, j, k
respectively. u, v both represent multiplicity. Using the input features F , Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
C, filter spherical harmonics Y ( rB−rA‖rB−rA‖ ), learned scalar radial coefficients R(φ(‖rB − rA‖)), and
normalization coefficients n, the convolutional output F˜ is defined, with the layer h index omitted,
F˜ `outuiA =
∑
B `f `in vj k
C
`out`in`f
ijk Y
`f
kAB R
`out`in`f
uv AB n
`out`in
AB F
`in
vj B . (3)
2
The customization between the invariant, scalar-only, distance-based L0Net and the equivariant,
scalar-and-vector, distance-and-angle-based L1Net is determined by the degrees `in, `out. L0Nets
only use `in, `out = 0 while L1Nets allow for `in, `out ∈ {0, 1}. The normalization coefficients
are selected such that input features and radial components, which have component-wise unity first
moments, produce component-wise features with unity first moments.
Gated Block This layer is used to provide a nonlinearity to the output of the convolution. Scalars
are handled normally, i.e. L(F `=0) = Softplus(F˜ `=0), while vector, ` = 1, features are multiplied
by a scalar passed through an activation function. Specifically, L(F `=1u ) = Sigmoid(F˜ `=0u+O)F˜ `=1u .
This introduces nonlinearity while maintaining equivariance. The previous layer produces extra
learned scalar features, of multiplicity u1 with index offset O, in order to utilize this nonlinearity.
Final Atom-wise and Shift, Scale, Aggregate The last Convolution & Gated Block is restricted to
output scalar, non-rotating features, facilitating an atom-wise layer on those features while retaining
overall rotation invariance. The final atomic features are summed to produce a single scalar output,
P =
∑N
a=0 F
hmax
a . In order to keep P near mean zero and variance one, it is shifted and scaled
using statistics calculated from the training set and atomic references from the QM9 data set to finally
output the target prediction, ˆtarget. We employ the MSE loss between ˆtarget and target.
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Figure 1: Illustration of L1Net with the architecture on the left, the convolution & gated block in the
center, and the convolution on the right. The scalar activation function σ0(·) = Softplus(·), while the
gated activation function σ1(·) = Sigmoid(x). The notation “T x L = D” implies that this connection
contains a multiplicity T of features with degree D. The target output Uˆ0 is shown as an example.
2.1 Experiment
Using QM9, we selected random training, validation and test sets with 109,000, 1,000 and 23,885
molecules, respectively Each network architecture was trained on each of the 12 QM9 properties.
This procedure was repeated three times with an L1Net, an L0Net, and an L0Net Deep, where L0Net
Deep has an additional Convolution & Gated Block. The specifics of the three network architectures
were determined by hyperparameter search, as described in the supplementary material. The L0Net is
the same as the L1Net, except that the F `=1u=1,...,29 features are dropped and the multiplicity of F
`=0
features is increased by 3× 29 = 87.
The adam optimizer [22] was employed with standard parameters and an initial learning rate of
6.53× 10−3. The learning rate was exponentially decayed by factor 0.5 on a loss plateau of 5 epochs
to a minimum of 10−7. Maximum training epochs was set at 200 with early stopping patience of 50.
As seen in the results from Table 1, increasing the depth of the L0Net did not improve the accuracy
of the µ prediction. This empirical evidence implies that networks restricted to non-rotating, scalar
3
Target schnetpack Cormorant DimeNet L1Net L0Net L0Net Deep
µ (D) 0.021 0.038 0.0286 0.009 0.018 0.019
α (a30) 0.124 0.085 0.0469 0.013 0.017 0.017
HOMO (meV) 47 34 27.8 46.015 47.069 45.294
LUMO (meV) 39 38 19.7 34.646 39.947 37.217
gap (meV) 74 61 34.8 67.543 70.344 67.873
〈R2〉 (a20) 0.158 0.961 0.331 0.099 0.162 0.107
zpve (meV) 1.616 2.027 1.29 1.561 1.804 1.800
U0 (meV) 12 22 8.02 13.464 19.943 18.487
U (meV) 12 21 7.89 13.834 19.889 19.533
H (meV) 12 21 8.11 14.358 21.001 20.744
G (meV) 13 20 8.11 13.989 20.057 18.744
Cv ( calmolK ) 0.034 0.026 0.0249 0.031 0.035 0.037
Table 1: This table quantifies the mean average error of relevant models on the QM9 regression
targets. On the targets, µ, α, and 〈R2〉, L1Net achieves state-of-the-art performance. The L1 and
L0Nets are compared to their closest relatives, SchNet and Cormorant. To the best of the author’s
knowledge, DimeNet is the leading architecture on other QM9 regression targets.
features cannot compensate the loss of angular information in the internal representation by increasing
depth on targets like the dipole moment. We argue that predicting the magnitude of a rotating vector
quantity, like µ, requires functional dependence on the angles between constituents in order to make
unbiased predictions. Consider the case of an estimator F which predicts the magnitude squared
total dipole moment of two constituent dipoles p2 = ‖p1 + p2‖2 = p21 + 2p1p2 cos θ12 + p22. F is
restricted from functional dependence on θ12, thus E[F ] = F . If we assume the best-case scenario,
E[cos θ12] = 0, and the likely scenario, E[cos2 θ12] > 0, then the expected squared error is
min
F
E[(F − p2)2] = min
F
F2 − 2F(p21 + p22) + (p21 + p22)2 + 4p21p22E[cos2 θ12]
= 4p21p
2
2E[cos2 θ12] > 0;
(4)
implying F is a biased estimator. This is exactly the case in L0Net and L0Net Deep, while L1Net,
applied to this problem, would be allowed functional dependence on θ12 and estimate without bias.
p1
p2
p1
p2
p
p
Figure 2: The magnitude of
the total dipole moment de-
pends on the orientation of
the constituents, which L0Net
convolutions do not consider.
On other parameters, notably 〈R2〉, increasing the depth of rota-
tionally invariant layers improved prediction accuracy, nearly to
the accuracy of L1Net. For these parameters L1Net offered layer
efficiency; however, accuracy was nearly achievable using deeper
networks with non-rotating features.
An important counterexample was the isotropic polarizability, α,
which was not affected by increasing L0Net’s depth. Although
polarizability is also a geometric tensor, like dipole moment, the
argumentation regarding predicting the magnitude does not hold
because the isotropic part of the polarizability tensor is merely the
scalar contribution, not a magnitude. See supplementary material.
3 Conclusion
We performed an ablation study of the L1Net in order to determine the value of rotationally equivari-
ant internal layers in regression on molecular properties using the data set QM9. Internal rotationally
equivariant layers helped achieve state-of-the-art results on three properties. We found that rota-
tionally invariant network depth could qualitatively compensate for the gains offered by rotationally
equivariant layers on some predictions, but, notably, not for the dipole moment µ. We argued that
the scheme of summing constituents leads to a biased estimator when predicting the magnitude of
vector quantities with L0Nets; however, L1Nets solve this problem. Our recommendation is to use
rotationally equivariant internal layers when performing regression on (magnitudes of) geometric
tensors where the angular contribution to constituent addition plays an important role. We hypothe-
size that these contributions might play a role in other properties as well, but of lower order. That
investigation is left for further work.
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4 Supplementary Material
To be expanded including normalization coefficient definition, explanation of learning plot, hy-
perparameter search technique, α results with SchNetPack, the shift scale and aggregate function
specifics.
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Figure 3: Plotted above is the logarithm of the mean absolute error on the validation set versus the
logarithm of training epochs for every regression target. The plots contain the training curves for the
L1, L0, L0 Deep, L0 Outdeep, and L0 Both Deep architectures. The adam optimizer was employed
with standard parameters and an initial learning rate of 6.53× 10−3. The learning rate was decayed
given a loss plateau of five epochs to a minimum of 10−7. The maximum number of training epochs
was set at 200 with early stopping patience of 50.
RE: α. In fact, a small hyperparameter search using small batches and the default settings of [13]
finds an improved prediction over the L0Net.
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